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Abstract. Semantic elicitation of relevant information entities from semi- and
unstructured documents is an important problem in many application fields.
This paper describes HıLεXa system implementing a very powerful semantic
approach to information extraction from semi- and unstructured documents
obtained combining knowledge representation formalisms, like ontology languages, and two-dimensional languages exploiting a two-dimensional spatial
representation of documents. The HıLεX system constitutes a new generation
technology capable of capturing and eliciting relevant information regarding a
specific domain. It is founded on OntoDLP, an extension of disjunctive logic
programming for ontology representation and reasoning. In the HıLεX system
the semantics of the information to be extracted is represented by using OntoDLP ontologies and the extraction patterns are expressed by means of regular and two-dimensional expressions. By converting the extraction patterns
to OntoDLP reasoning modules, the HıLεX system can actually extract information from HTML pages as well as from flat text documents using the same
patterns. In this paper the extraction of clinical information and events, regarding patients, diseases, therapies and drugs, from electronic textual medical
records is shown. Extracted information are represented in XML and can be
stored in structured form using relational database or ad-hoc ontologies to
enable further analysis.
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Introduction

To extract automatically relevant information entities from unstructured electronic sources is an important problem of information management in many application fields. Information contained in semi- and unstructured documents, is usually
arranged according to syntactic, semantic and presentation rules of a given natural

language. While this is useful to humans, the lack of machine readability make impossible to manage the huge amount of information available on the Internet and in the
document repositories of all kind of organizations. Information extraction allows the
acquisition of information from semi- and unstructured documents and their storage
in a structured machine-readable form useful for further analysis and exchanges. Existing information extraction systems are unable to handle the actual knowledge that
the information conveys because the lack of semantic-awareness [2,1,11,13,7]. Being
able to exploit the semantics is extremely important in order to recognize and extract
automatically relevant information (entities) from semi- and unstructured documents.
In this paper is presented the application of HıLεX, a language independent system
for semantic information extraction, to the extraction of information about clinical
processes (regarding entities like patients, diseases, treatments, drugs, therapies, etc.)
from electronic medical records having a flat textual form [8]. Extracted information
are represented in XML and can be stored in relational database or in OntoDLP
ontologies.
The system implements a logic based approach to information extraction which
combines both syntactic and semantic knowledge for the expression of very powerful
extraction patterns. In particular, the paper shows the extraction of information from
a set of clinical records, in Italian language, regarding patients affected by lungs
cancer.
The paper is organized as follow: in section 2 are described the HıLεX system, the
ontologies and the patterns defined to extract medical entities of interest; in section
3 are shown the electronic medical records in input to the HıLεX system and the
organization of the structured records obtained as output of the extraction process.

2

HıLεX system overview

Fig. 1. HıLεX architecture

The HıLεX system is based on the exploitation of the OntoDLP [4] a powerful
logic-based ontology representation language which extends Disjunctive Logic Pro-

gramming (DLP) [9] with object-oriented features, such as relations, classes, object instances. Also, notions coming from object-oriented world are present, such as
complex-objects, (multiple) inheritance and the concept of modular programming (by
means of reasoning modules). This makes OntoDLP a complete ontology representation language supporting sophisticated reasoning capabilities. The OntoDLP language
is implemented in the OntoDLV system, a cross-platform development environment
for knowledge modeling and advanced knowledge-based reasoning. The OntoDLV system [4] permits to easily develop real world complex applications and allows advanced
reasoning tasks in a user friendly visual environment. OntoDLP seamlessly integrates
the DLV [6,12] system exploiting the power of a stable and efficient Answer Set Programming solver (for further background on DLV and DLP + see [4,5]).
OntoDLP allows the formal representation of the semantics of information to
be extracted (by means of suitable ontologies) and the encoding of the logic twodimensional representation of unstructured documents. Moreover, OntoDLP reasoning modules (which are specialized OntoDLP logic programs) allow the exploitation
of the the bottom-up reasoning capability, and thus the implementation of the logicbased pattern matching method yielding the actual semantic information extraction.
The semantic information extraction approach, implemented in the HıLεX system,
can be viewed as a process composed of four main steps: knowledge representation,
document preprocessing, pattern matching and pattern extraction. To understand
how HıLεX works in the following the main system modules are shortly described. A
more detailed description of the HiLEx system is given in [14].
2.1

Knowledge Base

The Knowledge Base (KB) stores core and domain ontologies describing the semantics of information to extract, extraction patterns and the logic two-dimensional
representation of semi- and unstructured documents. The KB provide an API containing methods aimed at handling ontology querying and at assisting pattern specification and matching.
The elements of information to be extracted (entities) are modeled starting from
the OntoDLP class element which is defined as follows:
class element (type: expression type, expression: string,
label: string ).
The three attributes have the following meaning:
– expression: holds a string representing the pattern specified by regular expressions or by the HıLεX two-dimensional language, according to the type property.
Patterns contained in these attributes are used to recognize the information elements in a document.
– type: defines the type of the expression (i.e. regexp type, hilex type).
– label: contains a description of the element in natural language.
The element class is the common root of both core ontology and domain ontologies.
Every pattern encoding information to be extracted is represented by an instance of
a class belonging to these ontologies.

The internal representation of extraction patterns is obtained by means of a twodimensional language, founded on picture languages [3,10], and allowing the definition
of very expressive target patterns. Each pattern represents a two-dimensional composition of portions annotated w.r.t. the elements defined in the ontology.
The two-dimensional language exploit the two-dimensional representation of an
unstructured document, constituting the main notion, which the semantic information
extraction approach implemented in the HıLεX system, is founded on. Following this
idea elements are located inside rectangular regions of the input document called
portions each univocally identified through the Cartesian coordinates of two opposite
vertices. Document portions, and the enclosed elements, are represented in OntoDLP
by using the class point and the relation portion
class point (x: integer, y: integer ).
relation portion (p: point, q: point, elem: element).
Each instance of the relation portion represents the relative rectangular document
region. It relates the two points identifying the region, expressed as instances of the
class point, and an ontology element, expressed as instance of the class element. The
set of instances of the portion relation constitute the logic two-dimensional representation of an unstructured document. This OntoDLP encoding allows to exploit the
two-dimensional document representation for pattern matching.
In the following the structure of core and domain ontologies are described in
greater detail.
The Core Ontology The core ontology represents general information elements
valid in all the possible application domain. It is composed of three parts. The first
part represents general elements describing a language (like, e.g., alphabet symbols,
Part-of-Speech, regular forms such as date, e-mail, etc.). The second part represents
elements describing presentation styles (like, e.g., font types, font styles, font colors,
background colors, etc.). The third part represents structural elements describing
tabular and textual structures (e.g. table cells, table columns, table rows, paragraphs,
item lists, texture images, text lines, etc.). The core ontology is organized in the class
hierarchy shown below:
class linguistic element isa {element}.
class character isa {linguistic element}.
class number character isa {character}.
...
class regular form isa {linguistic element}.
class float number isa {regular form}.
...
class separator isa {linguistic element}.
...
class presentation element isa {element}.
class font type isa {presentation element}.
...
class structural element isa {element}.

class table cell isa {structural element}.
...

Examples of instances of these classes are:
float_number: number (type: regexp_type,
expression:"(\\d{1,3}(?>.\\d{3})*,\\d+)").

When in a document a regular expression (pattern) characterizing a particular
concept is recognized, a document portion is generated and annotated w.r.t. the corresponding class instance.
Domain Ontologies The Domain ontologies contain information elements of a specific knowledge domain. The distinction between core and domain ontologies allows
to describe knowledge in a modular way. When a user need to extract data from a
document regarding a specific domain, he can use only the corresponding domain ontology. The modularization improve the extraction process in terms of precision and
overall performances.
A strong research effort has been taken, in the recent past, to provide an uniform
representation of medical knowledge useful in health care information systems. Interesting results have been obtained in the field of medical knowledge representation,
where many ontologies, such as UMLS, ICD9-CM, have been developed on different
medical topics. In this work a domain ontology, inspired to ICD9-CM, has been implemented in OntoDLP to model knowledge and patterns about oncological domain.
In the following is shown a piece of the ontology regarding the care of lung’s cancer.
class cura_tumore_domain_element isa {tumore_domain_element}.
class modalita isa {cura_tumore_domain_element}.
class modalita_terapia isa {modalita}.
class terapia_domain_element isa {cura_tumore_domain_element}.
class chemioterapia isa {terapia_domain_element}.
class radioterapia isa {terapia_domain_element}.
class intervento_domain_element isa {terapia_domain_element}.
class intervento_chirurgico isa {intervento_domain_element}.
class medicinale_domain_element isa {cura_tumore_domain_element}.
class farmaco isa {medicinale_domain_element}.
class farmaco_chemioterapico isa {farmaco}.
class posologia isa {medicinale_domain_element}.

The medical domain ontology that deals with therapies for the lung’s cancer is
shown graphically in figure 2. In particular, in the ontology are represented patterns
expressing the three main modalities of lung’s cancer care (therapies) the surgery, the
x-ray and the chemotherapy. The HıLεX patterns allowing the extraction of chemotherapy (drugs dosage), expressed by using the construct of HıLεXtwo-dimensional language, sequenceOf are showed below:
farmaco_001: farmaco_chemioterapico (type: regexp_type,

Fig. 2. Ontology snapshot

expression: "cddp|cisplatino", label: " ").
farmaco_002: farmaco_chemioterapico (type: regexp_type,
expression:"gemcitabina|gem|gemzar", label: " ").
posologia_01: posologia (type: hilex_type,
expression:"sequenceOf(arg: [@number, @unita_misura, @number,
@periodo], dir:horizontal, sep: sep002)", label: " ").
chemioterapia_01: chemioterapia (type: hilex_type,
expression:"sequenceOf (arg: [@farmaco_chemioterapico,
@posologia], dir: horizontal, sep: sep002)", label: " ").

The sep002 instance define a separators among concepts. It helps to easily express
that one or more white space can be found between the concepts farmaco chemioterapico
and posologia. It is worthwhile noting that each pattern allows to obtain a more complex concept as a two-dimensional composition of more simple information elements
expressed by means of ontology concepts. The notation @farmaco chemioterapico expresses a generic instance of the concept farmaco chemioterapico that represents a
set of possible chemotherapy drugs.
2.2

Document Preprocessor

The document preprocessor takes as input an unstructured document (i.e. the
flat text medical records), and a set of class and instance names representing the

information that the user wishes to extract. After the execution the document preprocessor returns the two-dimensional logic representation of the document and a set
of reasoning modules constituting the input for the pattern matcher. The document
preprocessing is performed by the three sub-modules described in the following.
Query analyzer. This submodule takes as input a set of classes and instances and
explores the ontology in order to identify patterns for the extraction process. The
output of the query analyzer are two sets of couples (class instance name, pattern).
The first set (Os ) contains couples in which instances are characterized by patterns
represented by regular expressions (simple elements), whereas in the second set (Oc )
patterns are expressed using the HıLεX pattern representation language (complex elements). The set Os is the input for the document analyzer submodule and the set Oc
is the input for the rewriter submodule.
Document Analyzer. The input of this submodule is an unstructured document
and the set of couples Os . The document analyzer is able to recognize regular expressions, applying pattern matching mechanisms, to detect simple elements constituting
the document and for each of them generates the relative portion. At the end of the
analysis this module provides the logic two-dimensional document representation Ls
which is a uniform abstract view of different document formats. In order to perform
adequately even on large input documents the Document Analyzer is built as a reconfigurable set of specialized processing units, managed by a framework named CPF
(Concurrent Processing Framework). Each unit is highly focused on a small part of
the analysis process (e.g. a regular expression recognizer takes document fragments as
input and can produce objects named matches), works on its input set members one
at a time and is able to yield same results not dependant on the particular permutation of members sequence seen as input (i.e. a processing unit can work on its input
set in any order). Since unit operation scheduling can be changed freely, while keeping
correct results, the CPF is allowed to employ an execution strategy customized for a
particular execution environment, in order to achieve top performances.
HıLεX Rewriter. The input for this submodule is the set of couples Oc containing the
extraction patterns expressed by means of the HıLεX two-dimensional language. Each
pattern is translated in a set of logical rules implemented in a OntoDLP reasoning
modules (RM) which are to be executed by the OntoDLV system. The translation
allows the actual semantic information extraction from unstructured documents performed by the pattern matcher module.
2.3

Pattern Matcher

The pattern matcher is founded on the OntoDLV system. It takes as input the
logic two-dimensional document representation (Ls ) and the set of reasoning modules (RM) containing the translation of the HıLεX patterns in term of logic rules
and recognize new complex elements. The output of this step is the augmented logic

two-dimensional representation (Lc ) of an unstructured document in which new document regions, containing more complex elements (e.g. phrases containing information
about chemotherapy, diagnosis, etc.) are identified. The logic-based pattern matching
mechanism implemented in this module exploits the translation of extraction patterns
performed by the HıLεX rewriter submodule.
It is noteworthy that patterns are very synthetic and expressive. Moreover, patterns are general in the sense that they are independent from the document format.
This last peculiarity implies that the extraction patterns, presented above, are more
robust w.r.t. variations of the page structure than extraction patterns defined in the
previous approaches.
2.4

Pattern Extractor

This module takes in input the augmented logic representation of a document
(Lc ) and allows the acquisition of requested information entities. Acquired entities are
represented in XML and can be stored in a OntoDLV ontology, a relational database,
an XML database. So, extracted information can be used in other applications and
more powerful query and reasoning task are possible on them. The extraction process
causes the annotation of the documents w.r.t. the ontologies concepts. This feature
can enable, for example in document management contexts the semantic classification.

3

Information Extraction from unstructured medical records

In this section the clinical data extraction problem, from electronical medical
records (EMR) in textual format, and the data structuring by means of XML, is
faced. In the experiments has been extracted entities regarding hospital and ward
name; patient identifier, sex an age; diagnosis and its date; oncological familiar analysis; chemotherapy; time to tumor progression and tumor recurrence; side effects of
the chemotherapy. In the experiments has been used 100 EMR, written in Italian
language, belonging to patients with lung’s cancer. A cross-validation to proof the efficiency of the information extraction approach as been performed on them. In figure
3 is shown an EMR piece.

EMRs are weakly-structured documents (having usually 3 pages) since can be
find in them, frequently, a standard structure. For example, the personal data of the
patient are in the top of the document, the timetable of clinical events (medical exams,
surgical operations, diagnosis, chemotherapy, etc.) is introduced by a date, and so on.
The semantic information extraction form the EMR is required because it’s quite
important for the doctors to have, easily and rapidly, information on the state of a
patient, diagnosis, surgical operations and chemotherapies. These information should
be available for all the medical staff in the same hospital, but also for more hospitals
in different geographic areas.
The semantic of the medical information and the extraction patterns are represented as shown in the previous sections. The extracted entities are stored in a

Fig. 3. Input: clinical record (flat text)

common and understandable XML format. A piece of XML record in output from
the extraction process is the XML element presented below:
<chemioterapia>
<patient_id> 8723746 <patient_id>
<date> 13/01/2006 </date>
<farmaco>
<name> Platinex </name>
<posologia> 75 mg/mq 1 g </posologia>
</farmaco>
<farmaco>
<name> Gemzar </name>
<posologia> 1200 mg/mq 1,8 gg </posologia>
</farmaco>
</chemioterapia>

In order to extract the type of surgery on the patient, complex operations, for
example the removal or the resection of a particular part of the body, implemented
through the composition of lower level HıLεX expressions, have been expressed. To
extract the item related with x-ray, after expressing the concept of x-ray and several
ways to express it, it has been taken into consideration the way to execute such
therapy or the purpose of such therapy (palliative or analgesic scope).

4

Conclusions and future works

The semantic approach to information extraction presented in this work is novel,
powerful and expressive, as well as concrete (it is implemented in the HıLεX system),
and constitutes an enhancement in the field of information extraction. Unlike previous approaches, the same extraction patterns can be used to extract information,
according to their semantics, from different kind of semi- and unstructured documents
(HTML, flat text).
This work shows, also, how semantic information extraction allows the acquisition
of relevant entities of a domain. Using HıLεX doctors can acquire and structure information about clinical process without change in the usual clinical practices. The
definition of suitable extraction patterns allows to obtain main EMR information when
it are written in flat text format. In particular, information about the kind of patient
surgery under some particular conditions (age, familiar oncological anamnesis), the
therapy for the patient, the effects on the patient because such therapy, the surgical
operations and its results, the time a disease takes to propagate and finally the time
the cancer takes to develop itself again after the last surgery, can be captured.
Using the obtained structured data (a structured EMR for each patient) the oncological ward of the hospital can monitor the state of disease of patients daily. The
structured EMR can also be used to exchange information on the patient with others
clinical center where, for example, patient could be hosted in the future. Moreover,
obtained EMR can be exchanged among medical researchers to try discovering, for
example by means of data mining methods, the effect of innovative diagnostic approaches and/or therapeutic procedures and the adverse reactions to some drugs.
Currently, consolidation of the approach is ongoing and its theoretical foundations
are under investigation and improvement. Future work will be focused on the consolidation and extension of the HıLεX two-dimensional language, the investigation of the
computational complexity issues from a theoretical point of view, the extension of the
approach to PDF as well as other document formats, the exploitation of natural language processing techniques aimed at improve information extraction from flat text
documents.
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